The pre-awards solution you can
configure to suit your institution’s
processes and terminology.

An intuitive cloud-based solution, GrantsNow
simplifies your entire pre-award management
needs from creating and costing a proposal, to
ethics and compliance, to submission, award
and maintenance on a single platform.

Why GrantsNow?
Pre-built integration with Oracle Cloud
ERP and end-to-end implementation
with any pre-existing system

Rich and insightful dashboards and
reports offering 360-degree line of
vision

Access to key information in one
single place

Configurable admin console enabling
extensive self-service customisation

Full economic costing capabilities in
line with TRAC requirements

Can be adapted, extended, and
upgraded for future requirements

The typical challenges in pre-awards process can be

•

Failure to uncover cost savings,
forecast increments and inflation,
and view multiple costings

•

Complex approval processes that
need to cover all university needs

•

Absence of a centralised document
repository

•

Integration with 3rd party systems
to facilitate accurate costings and
stop duplication of work effort

grantsnow@fusionpractices.com

Our team is comprised of experienced higher
education research experts, solution design
specialists, enterprise architects, and cloud
computing experts. They have used their extensive
knowledge of pre-award processes and system
integrations to develop an intelligent solution that
comprehensively addresses typical challenges.

The GrantsNow Advantage
Building an effective, collaborative, and transparent pre-award process through

Institution Relevant Customisation
•
•

Configure your organisation’s terminology
Dedicated ethics module that can be adapted to
your needs

Intelligent Workflow Management
Configuration of your institution’s workflow needs
Ability to insert extra steps per proposal (peer review etc.)
Full visibility of the approval process including
configurable alerts for outstanding items

•
•
•

Flexible Costing Engine
•
•
•
•
•

Capable of incorporating future TRAC changes with ease
Cost-to-funding comparisons
Multiple costing versions to explore different options
Funding rules that can be configured for your needs
Configurable costing to incorporate your institution-relevant rates

Intuitive Integrations
•
•
•

Fully integrated with Oracle ERP—Oracle HR and Finance
modules
Integration into Oracle Grants Management Cloud to post
awards process
Can also be implemented as a standalone, if your systems are
not Oracle or we can fully integrate on your behalf

Fusion Practices was established in
the year 2009. With offices in the
United Kingdom, India and the United
States, we have accumulated an
impressive portfolio across all
industries including higher education.
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